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WELCOME
Emily Nudelman, FHCQ, welcomed members to the workgroup. Those present introduced themselves in chat and adopted the July minutes.

Action: Adopt July minutes.
Result: Unanimous approval

Review: Draft Report
Dr. Nudelman reviewed the draft report beginning at the Definitions section of the report. The reviewed section and discussed what the current consensus definition is defining. Group discuss the definition is to connect with the information under discharge barriers of “delayed discharge or avoidable day”. The group clarified definition is for a complex patient discharge, however, would like to revisit to ensure further clarity and alignment.

Group reviewed current list of discharge barriers to discuss, make additions and further edits. Under the behavioral section the group member raised the sub-category of complex behavioral need was too vague. Group members agreed to add an additional category on complex behaviors to differentiate between behavioral need and behaviors. The group discussed clarifying further under each section by providing further examples of behavioral need or behaviors (e.g., aggressive, wandering, inappropriate.)
The group would like to revisit section to discuss if the further example categories are necessary and if so to add more to be comprehensive. Additionally, engagement with legal system was recommended to be moved to be under the legal category and further edited to engagement with legal system related to behavioral health, SUD.

Under the legal section group members advised separating CPS/APS into two sub-categories and clarifying the office in charge of the service.

Through the review, the group acknowledge the document utilized a multitude of acronyms. The group would like to further edit document to spell out acronyms to ensure clarity and decrease confusion.

For the Payment section, group members asked the group for further clarification on the intent of listing COPES since this one of many programs within the long-term care system. Group members requested clarification if the intent of this category is about the program or rates. The group discussed intent and decided the intent of the category was on rates. The group made changes to omit COPES and add Medicaid reimbursement rates and MCO funded rates.

**Discussion: Broad Discharge Recommendations & Guidelines**

Dr. Nudelman continued the conversation to review the recommendations in the standard discharge best practices document. Between July and August meeting group members provided edits and additional guidelines. The group reviewed the drafted guidelines together and members discussed:

Currently there is no one group in charge of communication across key partners. Instead of having action only under one audience in the report, the group recommends add guideline to every audience section for shared responsibility.

Commonly, there is not just one full-time discharge cording to support all discharges. The guideline was recommended to be updated to employ a dedicated team to support complex discharges.

Group member raised uncertainty on how to appropriately meet the guideline on train staff on discharge practices. Through discussion guidelines were updated to develop and train on complex patient discharge pathways.

Under the guideline that provides examples for discharge planning tools, the group discussed the examples currently listed are limited and would like to expand this section.

Group members raised that there are circumstances outside the hospitals’ control that can impact difficulty in scheduling a prompt follow-visit prior to discharge. Support transitional care pathway for prompt follow-ups visits post discharge. Additionally, the group discussed the importance of stating support scheduling follow-up visits with BH and/or SUD providers, as its own separate action instead of as part of the previous guideline in the document.

Discussion concluded with the review of the added guidelines under the health plan audience. Dr. Nudelman clarified that at the end of the July meeting members were asked to provide drafted recommendations or guidelines for the audience they represent. Dr. Nudelman provided clarification on this action and an overview of how Bree reports on commonly structured. With this new understanding, group members would like the opportunity to provide suggested drafted recommendations for their area of work.
Action Items for next meeting:

- Revisit further with group if consensus definition for complex patient discharge connects with delayed discharge or avoidable day.
- Spell out acronyms in document.
- Ensure “Ensure complete and timely communication of information across key partners (bilateral)” is under every audience section for shared responsibility.
- Revisit section on complex behavioral need and complex behaviors to discuss if the further example categories are necessary and if so to add more to be comprehensive.
- Review and provide further examples for discharge planning tools.
- Workgroup members review guidelines an add additional guidelines and recommendations that would have to happen for a complex patient to be successfully discharged for the audience they represent within the healthcare ecosystem (e.g., clinicians, health delivery system, purchasers, plans, public health, patient, etc.)